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Abstract 

Spatially-explicit, individual based models are used to explore the consequences of introducing 
two simple genetic tradeoff mechanisms to the gradient response of monoecious diploid 
individuals.  A simple linear gradient is used to produce a structured environment. One tradeoff 
relates the plasticity of an individual to its overall fitness, where individuals that can tolerate a wide 
range of environmental values are less fit than individuals with a narrow tolerance range.  The 
second tradeoff assumes that individuals that can live at greater environmental values are placed 
under stress and therefore reach maturity later in their life cycle. Here all individuals have the same 
fitness, but the penalty for tradeoff is less time for breeding after reaching maturity.  In both cases 
the resulting population distributions produced clear genetic differentiation, showing that simple 
tradeoff mechanisms are one route towards genetic isolation and, ultimately, speciation. 

1. Introduction 

Ecological genetics considers the mechanisms and resulting patterns that occur due to the interaction 
between the genetics of organisms and environmental conditions (Hoffmann et al. 1995).  Concepts 
such as the role that space plays in speciation, the creation of hybrid zones and the role of plasticity 
and genetic tradeoff are all important in comprehending how genetics and environment interact. This 
paper examines the concept of genetic tradeoff using a spatially-explicit individual-based model. A 
linear gradient across the space is used to drive the distribution of each individual (or agent) and the 
resulting patterns of distribution are described. Two forms of genetic tradeoff are considered: one 
involves a tradeoff between the plasticity of the agent and its resulting fitness; the second is a tradeoff 
between fecundity and plasticity.   

Genetic tradeoffs are well known in ecology. They occur where organisms need to partition 
resources between different processes or activities. Perhaps the best know example is “R and K 
selection”, where R and K here refer (respectively) to a population’s reproduction rate and to the 
environment’s carrying capacity. Organisms can either have large numbers of offspring (R selected), 
which they leave to fend for themselves, or else nurture small numbers of offspring (K selected). 
Tradeoffs have been studied for many years and involve the recognition that there are limited 



 

 

resources for an organism and that the selection of particular behaviours is a balance involving a 
tradeoff (Leroi 2001). An individual has many possible life strategies, however by altering the rate of 
expression or specialisation of one trait there is ultimately a cost to other traits or behaviours. This 
paper will show that simple tradeoffs can lead to spatial distributions of individuals that reflect 
observed patterns from physical systems, and that these distributions are one mechanism that can 
lead to hybrid zones and eventual speciation.   

An example of a spatially related tradeoff is seen in mangroves. Mangrove species make a 
tradeoff between growth rate and salt tolerance. Ball (Ball 1988) found that all species grow fastest 
in 10% seawater, but differ in the upper limit of seawater they can tolerate. Species with greater 
tolerance have slower growth rates and are out-competed by species with lower salt tolerance, but 
faster growth rate. The result is that salt marshes often display sharp zones, dominated by different 
species. In each case, species dominate zones that are at the extreme upper limits of their tolerance 
range.  

The use of spatially-explicit models for population genetics have been developed over the past 
twenty years, based on the recognition that the distribution of individuals across a landscape is a 
fundamental driver of the life history for those individuals.  Previous work has considered such 
aspects as the role of migration and selection (Sokal et al. 1989), the influence of isolation by 
distance (Epperson 1995), the evolution of assortative mating and speciation (Dieckmann and 
Doebeli 1999), the role of gradients in speciation (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2003), the role of hybrid 
zones with speciation (Durrett et al. 2000, Sadedin and Littlejohn 2003) and the interactions 
between traits leading to sympatric speciation (Kondrashov and Kondrashov 1999).  These works 
describe mechanisms that enable the decay of heterozygosity due to genetic drift to be overcome, 
such that new combinations of genes becomes fixed in the population even though explict spatial 
isolation does not occur. 

This paper complements previous work by considering two different mechanisms for individual 
response to an environmental gradient.  The results demonstrate that there are a number of 
interpretations for genetic tradeoff that can create observed banding in the environment.  This 
extends previous research, where a change in the fitness for an individual is only considered, and 
hence demonstrates that banding patterns may be the result of a variety of factors in the life history of 
an organism. 

 

                                                            
Figure 1.  Banded environmental gradient, increasing from left to right 

 



 

 

2. Materials and Methods 

A square spatial grid of 100 x 100 cells is used to represent the landscape as a cellular automaton 
(Hogeweg 1988, Ermentrout and Edelstein-Keshet 1993). The upper and lower edges of the space 
are wrapped around, however the left and right edges are discontinuous.  At most one individual can 
occupy a cell at any time.  In the remainder of this paper, population refers to the entire set of 
individuals that exist on the grid, whereas sub-population refers to the set of individuals that are 
competing for selection when breeding.  A sub-population, based on a current cell, is constructed 
using the von Neumann neighbourhood (von Neumann 1966) of the cell and includes the individual 
(if one exists) at the current cell. Hence the number of individuals in a sub-population can range from 
zero to five.  Individuals are considered to be monoecious, diploid individuals with one-locus and 
two alleles.  This means that an individual can mate with itself (monoecious), has two chromosomes 
(one from each parent), and one allele on each chromosome. The alleles code for a behaviour 
relating to the environmental gradient, and are interpreted as a value between zero and fifteen (4 
bits). Higher values allow the individual to live in correspondingly higher values of the environmental 
gradient, however (as defined in Section 2.1 and 2.2) the ability to live at higher values comes at a 
cost. When determining the expression of an individual, the higher valued of its two alleles is taken as 
the expression for the single locus.  For example, an individual with allele values of 3 and 10 can live 
at any environmental location with a gradient between 0-10, however the individual cannot live at 
environmental locations with a value greater than 10. 

The environmental gradient divides the spatial grid into sixteen distinct bands of equal width, 
ranging in value from zero to fifteen (see Figure 1).  Genetic tradeoff, in terms of how a specfic 
expressed allele value changes an individual’s behaviour, is defined in two ways.  Sections 2.1 and 
2.2 describe the model setup for each type of tradeoff. 

 
Figure 2.  Fitness response to increasing locus value for a range of tradeoffs 

2.1 Genetic Tradeoff and Plasticity 

The first form of tradeoff assumes that the fitness of an individual in response to the environmental 
gradient decreases as the indivdual’s expressed locus value increases. Figure 2 shows this linear 
relationship for a variety of locus values.  The equation used to determine the fitness f (r, g) of an 
individual, given a locus value of r, and an environmental gradient value of g, is: 
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Based on Eq. 1, all individuals have their maximum fitness at the lowest value of the environmental 
gradient.  An individual that can live on the highest gradient value (15) can potentially live at all 
locations on the grid.  Figure 3 shows an example of the comparitive fitness values for two 
individuals, one with locus expression 3 and the other with expression value 7.  Note that at a grid 
location with environmental gradient of 1 the 3-valued individual is fitter, while at gradient value of 3 
the 7-valued individual is fitter.   

 
Figure 3.  Comparitive fitness between locus expression 3 and 7 

Selection of parents from a sub-population is calculated using a fitness-proportional selection 
mechanism (Holland 1992), based on the fitness defined in Eq. 1.  Mutation was set at a probability 
of 0.00001 for each allele. The initial population was created in three ways to ensure that the same 
resulting distributions occurred with the model, independent of initial population structure.  The first 
population was initialised with just those individuals that could live on the lowest gradient value; the 
second with a random distribution of individuals, and the third was filled with individuals that could 
live on all gradient values (i.e. all individuals had an expressed value of 15).  Each generation a 
competition is performed at every cell in the spatial grid, based on the cell’s sub-population, to 
determine the individual that will live at the cell in the next generation.  Each simulation was run for 
100,000 generations. 

2.2 Genetic Tradeoff and Breeding Rate 

The second tradeoff model is that for an individual to be able to live at higher values of the 
environmental gradient the age at which it reaches breeding maturity increases. The fitness of all 
individuals are equal, and therefore selection of individuals from a sub-population for breeding is 
random. The tradeoff relates only to the time to reach reproductive maturity, and therefore being able 
to live at higher environmental conditions implies that an individual breeds more slowly. The 
expressed value of the locus for an individual determines the age of maturity and the upper limit of the 
environmental gradient where the individual can live. Once again, an individual that can live on the 
highest gradient value can potentially live at all locations.   

Age of breeding maturity is determined by an individual’s expressed locus value.  A linear 
relationship between locus value and age before breeding has been used to represent the tradeoff.  



 

 

Since we are interested in the sensitivity of the system to the strength of this tradeoff, a number of 
different linear relationships were used, as shown in Figure 4.  Runs were performed for each 
gradient so that the influence of decreasing breeding rate could be examined.  For a particular value 
B of this relationship, the true age for breeding maturity is drawn from the gaussian distribution as 
N(B,2). The age at which an individual dies is drawn from a gaussian distribution N(80,5). Note that 
the lowest age at which an individual can commence breeding is N(30,2).  Mutation was set to a 
probability of 0.00001 for each allele, as for the previous model. The simulation used a steady-state 
population model, since individuals breed and die at different times. Hence at each time step of the 
simulation the age of every individual is incremented.  If the updated age is greater than the age to 
death the individual is removed from the population.  For every cell that is empty the sub-population 
of breeding individuals for that cell is created and the parents randomly selected from this sub-
population.  If the sub-population is not empty, a new individual is then created by mating the 
parents. Two experiments were performed: the first used a tradeoff slope of 40/15 (2.67) run for 
each initial population distribution; the second explored the resulting patterns for a range of tradeoff 
slopes (as shown in Figure 4) using the fill first distribution. This distribution was selected since it 
represented the most likely propagation of individuals across a landscape (i.e. through mutation 
individuals of the population could gradually handle greater values of the environment, and therefore 
propagate outwards from their initial distribution).  All simulations were run for 5 million time steps.  

 
Figure 4.  Age to maturity as locus response to gradient increases 

3. Results 

The resulting average patterns for the tradeoff of fitness and plasticity are shown in Figure 5.  These 
were produced by running the model 10 times for each initial population distribution.  For each 
distribution, the average value at each cell location was then determined.  The final graphs (bottom of 
Figure 5) show the average and standard deviation for each column of the environment for these 
averaged runs. Independent of the initial population distribution of individuals, a similar banding 
pattern can be observed.  Note that the fill first distribution shows a slightly more defined step pattern 
as the gradient increases, compared with fill random and fill last, however all distributions produce a 
clear differentiation across the gradient.  Note that at the highest range of the gradient, only 
individuals with a value of 15 can exist, which leads to the flat graph for these locations, with zero 
standard deviation.  At the lowest values of the gradient the graphs do not exhibit a clear step 
pattern, which is likely to be due to the left edge boundary of the environment.  Although beyond the 



 

 

scope of this work,  it suggests that the influence of edges in the environment may disrupt genetic 
differentiation.   

 

 
Figure 5.  Distribution after 3 initial population structures for fitness tradeoff 

 

The resulting average patterns for the breeding tradeoff using a slope of 40/15, over 10 runs for 
the three distributions, are shown in Figure 6.   Note that in all cases similar strong banding patterns 
have occurred, even towards the lower end of the gradient.  This would suggest that the breeding 
maturity tradeoff of 40/15 is a stronger driver for the response of the system than the previous fitness 
tradeoff of Figure 5, although clearly both tradeoff mechanisms produce similar banding patterns.  

 

 
Figure 6.  Distribution after 3 initial population structures for breeding tradeoff 

Of more interest is the behaviour for a variety of tradeoff slopes.  Figure 7 shows a graph of the 
average locus value, as the x-direction of the environment increases, for the breeding slopes shown in 
Figure 4.  These results are based on a single run per breeding slope, since previous experiments had 



 

 

shown that all runs show a similar pattern of differentiation.  The first thing to note is that when the 
slope (and therefore the tradeoff) is zero, the population becomes homogeneous with an expressed 
locus value of 15.  This result demonstrates the expected behaviour of a population due to genetic 
drift – since the locus value 15 can live at all locations, and selection of breeding individuals from a 
subpopulation is random (i.e. there is no fitness differentiation between individuals) individuals of this 
genetic form will dominate.  Perhaps more surprising is the rapid change to a banding pattern as the 
tradeoff slope increases.  A tradeoff slope of 0.2 is sufficient to induce a significant differentiation 
across the environment.  Since this tradeoff represents a change in the breeding age of ≈ 3 time steps 
between individuals with a locus value of 0 and 15 it demonstrates how sensitive these systems are to 
small changes in overall behaviour.   Figure 8 shows the variation within a population structure for 
several different tradeoff slopes.  Note that with a tradeoff slope of 1.5 the difference in breeding age 
between locus value k and k+1  ≈ 1.5, yet there is little variation within each grid location in the y-
direction. Clearly there is strong differentiation between individuals as the environmental gradient 
increases, even though the tradeoff to the environmental condition is quite small.  Figure 8 also shows 
that if the breeding slope tradeoff is too weak to produce strong banding (slopes of 0.01 and 0.05)  
then there is greater variation of gene values across each vertical strip of the environment.   

 
Figure 7.  Average locus values for increasing tradeoff slopes 

 
Figure 8.  Average and standard deviation for expressed locus values  

Although the patterns for the 1.5 breeding slope tradeoff show little deviation in expressed locus 
values (standard deviation of Figure 8), it is possible that given longer for the evolution the population 
would become genetically homogeneous.  Although this question is reminiscent of the halting problem 
(i.e. just how many time steps must be run to ensure that the system is stable), a final experiment was 
performed for the 1.5 breeding slope tradeoff over 50 million time steps.  The resulting distribution of 



 

 

locus values is shown in Figure 9,  and is similar to the original 5 million time steps run.  Perhaps even 
more convincing that the patterns are stable is that the deviations have decreased (e.g. see Figure 9, 
Grid locations  10-20, 55-60, 65-70) to the point where within any particular band of environmental 
gradient the majority of the expressed values are the same.  Hence we can assume that the system 
has reached a stable pattern, and that therefore a heterogeneous population has been created. 

 
Figure 9. Population distribution (average and standard deviation across the y-

axis) for tradeoff slope 1.5 after 50,000,000 time steps 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

Banding patterns occur throughout the physical environment, and show differentiation due to changes 
in the genetics of individuals, generally as a response to changing environmental conditions or through 
niche selection.  Genetic isolation is required as a first step towards speciation, and hence although 
individuals may be in close physical proximity,  differentiation can occur if other factors reduce their 
exchange of genetic material.  This paper has described two simple mechanisms for genetic tradeoff 
both of which promote the spatial separation and differentiation of individuals such that the exchange 
of genetic material is slowed.   

The model demonstrating genetic tradeoff related to plasticity showed that individuals that accept 
the cost of being able to live at more extreme values of the environment lead naturally to 
heterogeneous spatial distributions of their genetics.  This result is not surprising since the lowered 
comparative fitness values of the individuals that could live at higher environmental values meant that 
they were less likely to be selected for breeding from a subpopulation.  Hence competition forced 
individuals to the upper limit of their tolerance.  

More surprisingly, the tradeoff related to breeding age showed great sensitivity, and genetic 
differentiation could be observed when the tradeoff resulted in just a few time steps difference 
between each expressed locus value. This type of pattern has been previously observed with 
Mangrove speciation and salt tolerance (Ball 1988), and the model presented here supports one 
possible mechanism that led to these observed patterns.  The results also suggest that the path to 
genetic isolation may be far easier than is generally believed, and that even very small tradeoffs in 
terms of individual response can be a first step towards speciation.  Further work is required to 
examine this response in more detail, especially for a range of environmental gradients that are 
encountered in real systems.  As noted earlier,  some differences in the banding pattern were also 
observed near the lower end of the environmental gradient, as shown in Figure 5.  One hypothesis 
for this response is that there is a boundary effect due to the left-hand edge of the enviroment.  This 



 

 

suggests further research to determine the role of environmental edges in altering the resulting 
patterns of genetic differentiation. 

This paper has demonstrated that small tradeoffs in behaviour can lead to observable banding 
patterns in the environment, and hence to genetic isolation.  These distinct zones of genetically 
separated individuals can be interpreted as one step towards speciation, since they now represent 
communities that are isolated in terms of breeding.  As stated in (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2003), 
patterned response to gradients… 

“..highlight the importance of local processes of adaptive divergence for geographical patterns 
of speciation” 

Finally, an important motivation for studying the effects of genetic tradeoff is its possible 
contribution to genetic divergence and allopatric speciation (Mayr 1942). As we have shown, 
genetic tradeoffs almost inevitably lead to spatial heterogeneity in a population's genetic character 
and to systematic variation in response to environmental gradients. These effects, when combined 
with landscape disturbance and fragmentaion, provide an ideal mechanism for partitioning a single 
species into subpopulatons that are both genetically distinct and geographically isolated (Green et al. 
2000).  
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